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Abstract

The significance of data as an economic good in the digital economy quickly raises the question of who owns the data. More specifically, within the context of a data marketplace in which data is being exchanged or traded and where different bundles of rights (property rights) are transferred (contract law) – an answer regarding the genuine assignment of property rights for data seems important.

From an economic standpoint, this paper investigates the need for an (new) intellectual property right for data. Firstly, an overview of the status quo of the literature on property rights for data will be provided. This will be followed by an analysis of the characteristics of data as a good, clarifying the circumstances under which a market failure can occur. Accordingly, only a market failure situation will authorise economic policy intervention. Lastly, we will derive specific policy implications, offering economic reasoning on a new intellectual property right for data and specifically pointing to other forms of law that may be more applicable for reaching an efficient allocation of data resources.
1 Introduction

Data is being called the new oil, but this is an understatement. While consumption of oil is rivalrous, consumption of data is not (Haucap, 2015). The same set of data can be used for various purposes by different people simultaneously. Besides this favourable economic characteristic, digitalisation also eases the collection, storage, processing, distribution and analysis of data, which considerably enhances the role of data for the economy and the society as a whole, by widening the fields in which data can be used. The significance of data is underlined by the fact that companies with data-driven business models already dominate the ranking of the most valuable companies worldwide (Rusche, 2018 Forthcoming). Furthermore, the importance of data is still increasing. In a study for the European Commission, it is estimated that the data market in the European Union (EU) could have a total impact on GDP of around EUR 739 million in 2020, which is an increase of more than 25 percent since 2016 (IDC/Open Evidence, 2017).

In light of the considerable role played by data, discussion arose about how to provide the economy with the data needed to enhance growth and enable new data-driven business models. In this context, the matter of mandatory data sharing is also a topic of discussion (Haucap et al., 2018, 172). However, there tends to be more than one agent involved when data is created. For example, a company producing data using machines with sensors built by another company, where the latter could, during maintenance works, also access the data, or consumers using a search engine on their mobile device, while the various companies who provided the hardware or software required to make the search may have access to the search query data, too. In this respect, the questions of whether or not there is an “owner” of the data at hand or whether or not there should be a new intellectual property right for data surfaced. These questions were also raised by the European Commission. In the Digital Single Market Strategy, the Commission mentioned that without clarity over rights to use data, the single market could be fragmented and new technologies could be hampered due to differing regulations in the Member States (European Commission, 2015, 14).

Regarding the clarity over rights to use data, authors like Drexl (2017) and Franceschi/Lehmann (2015), among others, argue that the existing laws regarding intellectual property can be used to address access to, and ownership of, data. In contrast, Zech (2016) is in favour of a new intellectual property right for data. Generally, an intellectual property right is a cluster of capacities that varies according to the intellectual property at hand (Ohly, 2014, 3). In other words, an intellectual property right (IPR) for data is only needed if it solves specific (economic, contractual or other) challenges that arise due to data. This article contributes to the discussion by analysing the characteristics of data and the market failures that may be caused by these characteristics. We will then address the data-specific problems that the new IPR (as well as other forms of law) would have to solve.

With respect to the question of ownership, a distinction must be made between personal and non-personal data. Personal data refers to “any information relating to an identified or identifiable natural person” (Article 4 (1) General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), Official Journal of the European Union, 2016a). According to Zech (2016, 464), the data protection regulation...
does not aim to provide a property-like regulation for personal data. In fact, it tries to introduce a personality right that balances the different interests. Since the European Union created a level playing field regarding access to data and the purposes that they can be used for in the internal market by implementing the GDPR, this paper only concentrates on non-personal data, especially machine data. This non-personal data also plays a crucial role for the European economy. For example, data allows for the creation of a digital twin of a process in the analogue world, which can then be analysed, changed and optimised without affecting production (Lichtblau et al., 2018).

Nevertheless, the scope of data that is regarded as personal data is broad. The Court of Justice of the European Union (2016b) even defined a dynamic IP address as personal data. The reason being that the individual in question can be identified through a combination with the data of the provider. However, thanks to proper pseudonymisation, as mentioned in the GDPR, or by using synthetic data based on the personal data at hand (Drechsler/Jentzsch, 2018), a data set can be transformed to non-personal data.

This paper proceeds as follows. In section 2, an overview is provided of the current legal literature on ownership of non-personal data. This includes the regulations that can be applied as well as the discussion of whether or not there should be a new IPR for data. In section 3, a summary is given of the economic characteristics of data and the possible causes for market failure. On that basis, policy implications are discussed in section 4, before the conclusions drawn in section 5.

2 Literature Review on Ownership of Data and Access to Data

Because of the high and ever-increasing importance of data, the ownership of, and the right to access, data have been discussed in particular in legal and economic literature. Evidence that this discussion is not limited to a mere theoretical analysis was provided by the Digital Single Market Strategy of the European Commission, which outlines possible legal actions – regarding, among other things, data ownership and a right to access data – aimed at helping establish a Digital Single Market within the European Union (Zech, 2016; European Commission, 2015, 15). As yet, however, such rights have not been introduced.

On the one hand, this gave rise to different interpretations of other intellectual property rights and further regulations with respect to data. In section 2.1.1, interpretations that go back to EU regulations and national regulation in Germany are discussed. On the other hand, a discussion evolved that tries to evaluate whether a new intellectual property right (IPR) for data is needed or not. And, if it is needed, what it should look like. We will discuss the literature on this topic in section 2.2.

In this context, however, it has to be considered that data are used to extract the valuable information they contain (Rusche, 2018 Forthcoming). Accordingly, data can be regarded as a raw material that has to be utilised. This connection can also be found in the legal discussion. In fact,
there is a distinction made between the syntactic and the semantic level (among others by Drexl, 2017 and Zech, 2016). The syntactic level refers to the characters alone, e.g. the letters of a text. The semantic level refers to the meaning, e.g. the statement of a text. In this article, we will also apply this distinction and concentrate on data on the syntactic level. The reason is that an additional investment is necessary to extract valuable information (semantic level) from the sequence of “zeros” and “ones” (syntactic level). This holds especially true for data that is generated automatically by machines.

2.1 Property Rights Related to Data

The right to access data or data ownership can be subject to the contracts concluded by the parties involved, such as companies (Ensthaler, 2016, 3474). However, it has to be clarified which legislations may apply if such a contract is missing. Furthermore, a defined ownership can be a starting point for negotiations and therefore lays the ground for a contract. Once the ownership has been clarified, it is also possible to regulate access to data, for example by introducing compulsory licenses (Weber, 2017).

2.1.1 Union Wide

As mentioned above, it is the aim of the European Commission to foster a single market for data. To this end, legislations are introduced to unify the laws of the Member States. In this section, we will deal with the European legislations that may apply to data, and therefore be applicable across the European Union. If EU legislation is missing, however, the national legislation of the Member State may apply. As an example, in section 2.1.2. we will discuss the approaches that relate to German law.

Database Directive

One piece of legislation that is applicable to data is the law on databases. This legislation goes back to European Directive 96/9/EC (Database Directive) published in 1996 (Official Journal of the European Communities, 1996). Within the framework of this Directive, a database is “a collection of independent works, data or other materials arranged in a systematic or methodical way and individually accessible by electronic or other means.” (Art. 1 (2.)).

This definition already shows that a database is not only a mere collection of data (syntactic level). In order to create a database, the data and information have to be arranged in a systematic way (semantic level). Accordingly, it is not the aim of the regulation to protect the single data points within the database. The aim of the regulation is to protect the investment made to establish the database (Duisberg, 2017, 24). This also includes the investment in human capital for finding a suitable structure for the database. However, investments for producing data (ibid.) are not included.

1 The Directive was implemented in Germany in §§87a et seqq. Urhebergesetz (copyright act)
In essence, the Database Directive only provides for an exclusive property right for the whole database. A single data point within the database is not protected. The most important reason behind this is to not exclude the possibility for competitors to produce, or collect even, the same data on their own and create their own database.

**Trade Secrets**


According to the Directive, a trade secret has to fulfil all of the following three requirements (Art. 2 (1.) Directive 2016/943):

*(a)* it is secret in the sense that it is not, as a body or in the precise configuration and assembly of its components, generally known among or readily accessible to persons within the circles that normally deal with the kind of information in question;

*(b)* it has commercial value because it is secret;

*(c)* it has been subject to reasonable steps under the circumstances, by the person lawfully in control of the information, to keep it secret”.

It should be noted that this regulation considers the acquisition of a trade secret as lawful if the discovery or creation took place independently (Art. 3 (1) lit. (a)). Accordingly, the holder of a valuable set of data has no right to exclude any other person or company from legally creating and using a data set that is as valuable or even identical. Thus, the trade secret regulation does not provide exclusive rights on the trade secret (Kiefer, 2018, 912). Furthermore, the fact that a data set is not publicly available and that the holder has made investments to keep it secret lays the ground for considering a data set as a trade secret according to Directive (EU) 2016/943. That also means that once the data is disclosed, it loses the status as a trade secret, and therefore loses value. However, the Directive grants protection to the holder of the data in the event of unlawful acquisition, use or disclosure thereof (Art. 12). This also includes the payment of damages suffered by the trade secret holder (Art. 14).

The compensation for the damages suffered can consist of three parts: direct monetary loss, the profit earned by the company that unlawfully acquired the information and a (virtual) license fee for the trade secret (Kiefer, 2018, 914).

**Antitrust regulation**

In this respect, competition problems due to a lack of access to data or market power because of data can be addressed by antitrust regulation as well. This applies for merger control (Rusche, 2017) and access to data of a dominant company (Rusche, 2018 Forthcoming). However, as is stated by Hennemann and Paal (2018, 81), the allocation of ownership of data and access rights to data are necessary preliminary steps for determining the market position, and hence market power. Accordingly, consequences of antitrust regulation are discussed in section 4.2.
2.1.2 Germany

Due to a lack of a regulation that unifies ownership of, and access to, data in the European Union, a great deal of discussion evolved that tried to apply existing regulations to data. In this section, we describe the approaches taken in Germany.

One string of literature attempted to apply laws from the German Civil Code (Bürgerliches Gesetzbuch - BGB) that deal with physical goods.\(^2\) This included an approach that uses §§903 S.1, 90 BGB (Zech, 2015). This approach defines the producer of data as the holder of property rights. Producing data in this respect means recording or coding (Duisberg, 2017, 19). Accordingly, by collecting data, a party can claim rights to the collection.

Hoeren (2013) describes a rather similar approach. He refers to § 303a StGB from the German Penal Code (StGB – Strafgesetzbuch). According to his interpretation of the law, the person that technically created the data, either by directly saving it in a data memory or using a programme (Hoeren, 2013, 487), can claim ownership. It should be noted that the owner of the data memory is not the owner of the data, but he may have a right to access the data.

Hoeren (2013) also attempts to draw similarities between data and physical goods, and the respective relevant laws. In this respect, he also refers to §950 BGB. This paragraph is also used in another approach by Ensthaler (2016). According to this approach, the right of ownership of data could be decided analogously to the handling of raw materials (Ensthaler, 2016, p. 3475). Ensthaler (2016) describes the example of a company that uses machines: the manufacturer installs devices that collect data from these machines. The company using the machines produces the raw data and can therefore charge a (small) fee, but the producer that installed the devices can claim the rights to the information generated from the data and the databases created from these data. Furthermore, according to Ensthaler, the fee is supposed to be unrelated to the value that can be created by utilising the data.

Contrary to this approach, Grosskopf (2012) argues that machine data is a product of the machine the data is generated from and therefore belongs to the owner of the machine (“Früchte einer Sache”, §99 BGB). However, Grosskopf (2012) limits his analysis to geodata and telemetry data. Furthermore, rights may only come to live if the yield of data is as intended, which may vary according to the case at hand.

Another approach neglects proprietary rights for data (Assion/Heun, 2015; Duisberg, 2017). However, Assion/Heun (2015) use §100 BGB to argue that the value created by utilising the data can be allocated to the owner of the device on which the data is saved. In other words, the value created stems from use of the device, and thus the device owner has the right to the value created. However, the authors state that ownership in this sense may be disputed, for example if data is saved in a cloud.

\(^2\) We will elaborate in section 3 that the characteristics of physical goods do not apply to data from an economic perspective.
2.2 Intellectual Property Rights for Data

Against the backdrop of the abovementioned approaches, the question arises as to whether there is still a need for a new intellectual property right with respect to (syntactic) data or not. In fact, do problems of market failure exist that warrant regulatory action? In the following subsection, a summary is provided of the discussion of this matter in the relevant literature.

2.2.1 Discussion of the Need for a New IPR

Franceschi/Lehmann (2015) conclude that the existing rules can already be used to regulate the data market. However, they only describe regulations in Germany and Italy. Kerber (2016) denies the need for a new intellectual property right, although he does state that the development of the data economy could make the introduction of additional laws necessary soon. Kerber’s denial of the need for a new intellectual property regulation is firstly based on the notion that the cooperating parties at hand know their business best, and can thus agree on suitable contracts that address the allocation of value added and the access to data. The problems that arise, for example due to market power of one party, can be addressed by existing laws, i.e. competition law in this case. Secondly, Kerber is not convinced that too little data is produced and analysed because there are suitable means for keeping data secret and to prevent unauthorised copying. Accordingly, there is no public good problem and the development of a market for data is not hampered.

Finally, Kerber believes that a new intellectual property right causes damages because there are already “difficulties of defining and specifying the exact subject matter” (Kerber, 2016, 998). Furthermore, the development of the data economy cannot be foreseen in detail and therefore an inappropriate regulation could impede economic development and cause legal uncertainty. This argument is also used by stakeholders in the economy, such as the Federation of German Industry (BDI, Bundesverband der Deutschen Industrie, 2015) and the Plattform Industrie 4.0 (2016), an initiative that is supported by politics, business, science, associations and unions to promote Industrie 4.0, especially in Germany. In fact, both are in favour of contracts concluded by business partners and against a preventive introduction of a new intellectual property law.

Drexl (2017) also believes that the existing rules are sufficient and that there is in principle no need for a new regulation. However, Drexl (2017, 291) sees uncertainties in applying existing rules to data, such as the Trade Secrets Directive or EU competition law, and the clarification of these uncertainties by courts might not take place quickly.

However, there are also arguments in favour of a new intellectual property right. Zech (2016) mentions that a uniform right may help to establish an EU Single Market. Furthermore, Zech (2016, 470) argues that rights help to establish a functioning market for data. Property rights make companies offer data sets on markets that they would otherwise have kept secret. Another stakeholder in favour of a new regulation is the German Federal Ministry of Transport and Digital Infrastructure (Bundesministerium für Verkehr und digitale Infrastruktur, 2017). The Ministry aims to introduce a new regulation that clarifies access rights to data. This would help
to make more data available and therefore to utilise the opportunities data offers. However, it must be said that only a minority of authors are in favour of a new IPR (Lohsee et al., 2017, 18).

2.2.2 Characteristics of a New IPR

As mentioned previously, an intellectual property right is usually a cluster of capacities that varies according to the intellectual property at hand (Ohly, 2014, 3). A trade secret, for example, incorporates capacities other than trademark rights. While trade secret regulation aims to protect the effort put into keeping a secret secret, trademark rights ensure that the holder of the rights can exploit the public trademark he created.

When considering intellectual property rights, there are four important features that must be factored in and that may differ according to the intellectual property in question (Kiefer, 2018, 911). They are subjectivity, totality, exploitability and the scope of protection, and they will be discussed with respect to data further on. Prior to that, however, it must be mentioned that defining the subject matter of an intellectual property right for syntactic data is problematic in itself (Kerber, 2016, 998). For example, Drexl (2017, 277) argues that such a right is questionable because it has to be shown that the data is new. In other words, it must be demonstrated that “the same information has not been stored before in form of 0s and 1s.” (Drexl, 2017, 277, fn 109). Furthermore, one must consider that the same information can be stated differently on the syntactic level, in a different language or form, for example. Hugenholtz (2017, 97) mentions that defining the subject matter for real-time data might even be impossible. In fact, the question generally arises of what the consequences would be if a new data point were added to a data set that was protected by an intellectual property right: is that already sufficient grounds for creating a new intellectual property right?

- **Subjectivity**

Once the subject matter has been defined, however, an intellectual property right for this subject matter has to include subjectivity. In fact, intellectual property rights must be assigned to a subject (Kiefer, 2018, 911). This subject is either a natural person or a legal entity. The subject is the holder of the intellectual property right. The holder of an intellectual property right is granted the opportunity of exclusively using the intellectual property he created or acquired. The question with respect to data is, to whom should the right be allocated? As explained in section 2.1, different approaches allocate the right to different subjects. Zech (2016), for example, is in favour of attributing rights to the data producer, while Assion/Heun (2015) allocates the right to the owner of the device on which the data is saved.

- **Totality**

According to Jänich (2002, 198), totality refers to the fact that once the intellectual property right and the right holder are defined, the general public has to respect this decision and is not allowed to impede the holder of the right. According to Kiefer (2018, 913), totality is an exclusivity in relation to third parties that is expressed by the right to use the intellectual property and the right to defend oneself against unjustified interventions. Since the degree
of totality is an essential feature of an intellectual property right for data, we will hold back on analyzing this point until section 4.1.

■ Exploitability

Exploitability is the right to make use of the intellectual property. In other words, the holder of the intellectual property right can use it for his own business, sell it, or give licenses to a licensee and therefore grant a contracting party the right to monetarise it. That this feature also applies and should apply for data is not doubted in the literature. Furthermore, compulsory licenses are mentioned in the literature to address the problem of missing access to data (Weber, 2017).

■ Scope of Protection

This feature addresses not only the scope of protection of the right itself, but also the possibilities the holder of an intellectual property right has to defend himself against a violation of his right. The scope of protection summarises aspects such as the limitation period of the exclusive right, which actions are prohibited for competitors or to whom the holder should grant access to the right. Defensive rights could include indemnity for a violation of the right or injunctive relief. However, since the majority of authors argue against the introduction of a new intellectual property right for data (section 2.2.1), specific configurations are not addressed. Zech (2015, 2016), who is in favour of a new intellectual property right, has addressed the question of the limitation period and concluded that there should only be a “short-term protection” (Zech, 2016). The rights of defence with respect to data may be in line with the rights granted in Directive 2016/943 (Official Journal of the European Union, 2016b) on trade secrets, mentioned in section 2.1.1, and that are also in line with the rights granted for other intellectual property rights (Kiefer, 2018). In fact, once the right is violated, the holder is entitled to compensation. Furthermore, in Art. 12 of the Directive (Official Journal of the European Union, 2016b), the holder may call for:

► the cessation of or the prohibition of the use of or disclosure of the trade secret;

► “the prohibition of the production, offering, placing on the market or use of infringing goods, or the importation, export or storage of infringing goods for those purposes”;

► the recall, depriving or destruction of infringing goods; the destruction of all or part of any document, object, material, substance or electronic file containing or embodying the trade secret.
3 Intellectual Property Rights for Data: An Economic Approach

Analysing the need for a new (intellectual) property right for data requires an in-depth understanding of the general characteristics of data. In particular, we classify goods as rivalrous/non-rival and excludable/non-excludable. Here, once we have categorised data in such a way, we will discuss possible forms of market failures. Looking at specific conditions that must prevail for an efficient market outcome, we will identify and isolate various market failure issues that may be predominant in a market for data. Finally, we will investigate under which conditions different forms of market failure may be most likely, making a distinction between different types of data.

3.1 Characteristics of Data

In general, two characteristics can be distinguished to classify goods from an economic perspective. First, goods can be described in terms of rivalrous versus non-rival in consumption. A good is (non-) rivalrous in consumption if the use of the good by one person does (not) impede the use of the same good by another person. For example, drinking a glass of water implies that nobody else can drink the very same glass of water (i.e. water is rivalrous in consumption). In contrast, using the German autobahn does not impede other drivers from deriving the same utility from its usage (i.e. the autobahn is non-rival in consumption). The latter example, however, reveals that a good can change its characteristic from non-rival to rivalrous in consumption and vice versa. Accordingly, a traffic jam would induce rivalry in the use of the autobahn.

Secondly, goods can be characterised by excludability or non-excludability. Excludability implies that others can be excluded from using the good, whereas non-excludability means they cannot. For instance, owning a car and having its key enables its owner to exclude others from driving the car (i.e. a car is excludable in consumption). In contrast, it is not possible or extremely costly to prohibit others from fishing in the ocean (i.e. fish are non-excludable in consumption). Classifying goods in terms of both rivalry and excludability in consumption reveals a matrix containing four different types of economic goods (Table 3-1).

Table 3-1: Classification Characteristics of Economic Goods

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Excludability</th>
<th>Non-Excludability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rivalry</td>
<td>private good</td>
<td>common good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-Rivalry</td>
<td>club good</td>
<td>public good</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: own depiction

Accordingly, having (exclusive) ownership of a certain good necessarily defines whether others can be excluded from its consumption. That is to say, property defines a private or club good, depending on whether the good is rivalrous or non-rival in consumption. In contrast, for every good where no property right is defined, the non-excludability characteristic reveals a common-
pool resource (given rivalry in consumption) or a public good (given non-rivalry in consumption). Thus, the need for a (possible) property right on data requires clarification of the genuine characteristics of data as a good.

Firstly, data is characterised by non-rivalry in consumption. As data cannot be depleted, it can be consumed by more than one party without any loss of individual utility through consumption. From an economic perspective, this characteristic is beneficial, as it reveals that data is not a scarce resource. Hence, existing data should be used by as many consumers as possible, as from a social welfare perspective, each net benefit from data consumption increases social welfare. As an interim conclusion, we find that data is either a club or a public good, depending on the question as to whether (exclusive) property on data can be defined.

Secondly, data can be characterised by excludability, as there are many ways for a company’s internal data governance to prevent data from becoming public. For example, a company can determine roles for employees, such as data owner or data steward. For such internal use, data governance can be structured according to two main forms of organisation. On the one hand, data governance may be characterised by a centralised ownership model with one owner of all data resources. On the other, a decentralised ownership model may specifically define personal roles of different owners of explicit and distinct data resources. Accordingly, for internal use, contractual employment provision combined with technical systems (such as authentication- and authorisation-protocols) may allow for excluding third parties from using a company’s data.

In contrast, the increasing importance of externally used data – especially as a good that can be traded on a market for data – may challenge the excludability characteristic of data. The reason for this can be illustrated by the well-known information paradox by Kenneth Arrow (Arrow, 1962). For experience goods in particular, the seller of a good has to provide information about the product for the buyer’s (pricing) assessment. However, once this information is disclosed, the buyer cannot be excluded from this information. This is particularly a problem for information goods, such as data. In other words, it may be questionable whether or not third parties can be excluded from using external (traded) data, revealing both characteristics of a club as well as a public good. In this regard, Kerber (2016) argues that the information paradox may not be a substantial problem for data, as it can be assumed that for most cases a seller of data will be able to sufficiently describe the value of his data to a buyer without disclosing the full set of data. However, Kerber (2016) points to another closely related problem: the buyer of data may be able to resell the data to others with potentially very negative effects on the expected revenue for the initial seller (section 3.2.3). For data with high production costs in particular, this aspect may be crucial, as the buyer benefits from substantial cost advantages by copying the data and reselling it to other potential buyers.

3.2 Market Failure Arguments

Whether or not we conclude an efficient allocation of (data) resources is always a question of identifying a possible market failure. Economic theory tells us that an intervention (e.g. by the definition of a(n) (intellectual) property right for data) may only be justified by the existence of a market failure. To identify a market failure, neoclassical theory typically refers to the model of
perfect competition as a benchmark for (economic) efficiency. Accordingly, a set of requirements has to be met to allow for an efficient allocation of data resources. Table 3-2 provides an overview of these requirements as well as the respective market failure in the event of violation.

Table 3-2: Perfect Competition Assumptions and Market Failure

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Assumption</th>
<th>Market Failure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Well-defined property rights</td>
<td>Externalities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Absence of transaction costs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Absence of externalities</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Atomistic market Structure</td>
<td>Market power</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>No market barriers (entry/exit)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Absence of economies of scale and scope</td>
<td>Natural monopoly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Perfect information</td>
<td>Information asymmetry (i.e. adverse selection and moral hazard)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Homogenous products</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Extending on Fritsch (2014, 26) and Scheufen (2018, 220)

Obviously, the characteristics of, and the market for, data may question some of the assumptions of perfect competition, necessarily inducing a market failure debate and manifold options for market intervention. Before we look more closely at the question of proper policy intervention, we will discuss possible market failure problems in the context of data, starting with externalities (and hence a violation of assumptions 1 to 3), followed by problems of market power (assumptions 4 and 5) and natural monopoly (assumption 6), and lastly information asymmetry in the context of data due to a violation of assumptions 7 and 8.

3.2.1 Externalities

Obviously, questioning whether or not data can be characterised by excludability or non-excludability crucially links to assumption number 1, i.e. well-defined property rights. From economic theory, we know that well-defined property rights are particularly important for an efficient incentive setting in the context of a commons world. The term commons refers to any good that can be characterised by non-excludability, i.e. public and common goods. In this regard, we can learn from the commons and anti-commons literature (e.g. Heller, 1998; Buchanan/Yong, 2000). On the one hand, a common good is typically characterised by non-excludability and rivalry in consumption (Table 3-1). The non-excludability characteristic triggers an incentives setting where the initiator of an action does not consider the negative externality caused to a third party due to rivalry in consumption. For instance, a hunter shooting an animal gains from his hunt, while not considering the negative effect caused for the population and hence the chance of his friend to get a good hunting result. If there is no well-defined property right for (hunting) animals, hunters would have the incentive to shoot as many animals as possible, leading to overhunting, i.e. the incentives problem is characterised by overprovision. On the other hand,
non-excludability and non-rivalry in consumption leads to the well-known public good problem, i.e. free riding on the positive externality of a non-excludable good and hence an incentives problem defined by an underprovision. In the context of data, the latter incentives problem may apply.

The economic literature (e.g. Kerber, 2016; Duch-Brown et al., 2017) mostly discusses the incentives problem for data based on two arguments. First and foremost, other means of excludability (especially contractual solutions combined with technical restrictions) may prevent an underprovision of data. Secondly, the empirical fact that a great amount of data can be produced at very low (or even zero) cost (Rifkin, July 2015) will likely prevent a negative cost benefit analysis on the creator level and hence an underprovision. Despite the empirical evidence that this characteristic may apply for the majority of (in part freely available (open)) data, the latter argument may depend decisively on sectors and may particularly differ for a variety of emerging business models that are defined to some extent by decisive investments in the collection and processing of data.

Another consideration closely related to an incentives problem is a possible violation of assumption number 2, i.e. the absence of transaction costs, which may prevent a Coasian\(^4\) solution for the externalities problem in the market for data. In this regard, especially for machine-generated (e.g. sensor) data, it may often be unclear who the owner of the data is. For example, a company integrating sensors into machines for offering additional services may question whether the original creator of the machine is also the producer of the machine-generated data. There are in fact several examples for which multiple creators or holders of data exist (e.g. connected cars, where the driver, the manufacturer or suppliers can create and/or consume data), leading to possibly prohibitive transaction costs and hence externality problems, e.g. due to a large number of contracting parties.

Finally, Kerber (2016, 993) also points to the fact that there can be positive and negative externalities (assumption number 3) in the production, analysis and use of data. From an economic perspective, the existence of such externalities would create a gap between private and social benefits and costs, and hence result in an inefficient allocation of data resources. On the one hand, the presence of positive externalities would lead to a situation similar to the public good or incentives problem discussed above. That is, the creator of these positive effects resulting in the production, analysis or use of data would be unable to internalise the social benefits, leading

---

\(^4\) The Coasian solution reverts back to the famous Coase-theorem. Coase (1960) finds that in the absence of transaction costs and given well-defined property rights a bargaining solution between the private parties involved leads to an efficient allocation of resources.
to private incentives that are lower than the socially optimal ones. On the other hand, the presence of negative externalities would lead to a situation similar to the commons problem cited above, i.e. private marginal cost would be smaller than social marginal cost (with the difference determining the extent of the external costs), resulting in an allocation that is above the socially optimal level of data production. In fact, it may be the type or characteristic of the data at hand that determines whether a market failure exists and in which direction (over- or underprovision) the pendulum will swing.

While Kerber (2016) and Duch-Brown et al. (2017) find no evidence for an incentives problem in the market for data and hence no need for a new IPR for data, this may depend greatly on the production costs of data. In fact, Kerber (2016) argues that most data can be produced at virtually no variable cost, likely resulting in an incentive to create new data, since the benefits are likely to exceed its cost, where marginal returns (MR) ≥ marginal cost (MC) = 0. However, this may depend decisively on the kind of data we are looking at. Several new business models in the market for data are in fact characterised by (partly) excessive production costs. To our knowledge, there is no universal categorisation of types of data except personal versus non-personal data. However, taking the creator of the data into account, we are able to distinguish between data collection involving human capital (henceforth non-automated data) and automatic collection of data by machines (henceforth automated data) (Figure 3-1).

Figure 3-1: Types of Data – A Categorisation

![Diagram of types of data]

Source: own depiction
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5 For instance, the owner of a nice front yard does not take into account the positive impact of his garden on his neighbours (from enjoying the nice view), while a subsidy from his neighbours for the positive externality could be used to make the garden even more beautiful.
Accordingly, Kerber’s argument that the cost of producing data is very low or zero may hold particularly true for automated data, i.e. data produced via sensors integrated into machines. Despite a comparatively low investment for the sensor technology and an adequate database to collect the data produced automatically, there are no decisive sunk costs. By collecting data en masse from machines, for example to offer additional services to buyers of production technologies, the marginal cost for a single data point is close to zero.

In contrast, non-automated data may be characterised by higher, and in some instances decisive, investments in data production. For example, a company collecting comprehensive network data on environmental aspects (for example, data on temperature, humidity, solar radiation, traffic light intervals and potential traffic congestion) may face high investments for data blackbox solutions, vehicles and respective costs for drivers and petrol. In fact, the environmental data itself may be available free of charge. However, the data collection process, e.g. for a comprehensive network of environmental data to cover all parts of a city, region, country or continent, may be costly. However, any kind of (non-automated) data that comes accompanied by high investments, establishes a basis to challenge the incentives for the data creator, as the creator seeks to recoup his investment at least, from collecting and trading data. Obviously, it is an empirical question how relevant the two types of data are (market share of such data) and how problematic this incentives problem may be. Moreover, one can still question whether a new IPR is the right way to correct such a market failure, or whether there are other economic policy means for intervening with respect to the market mechanism.

### 3.2.2 Market Power and Natural Monopoly

As data is seen as the most valuable resource of our century, it does not seem far-fetched that a mono- or duopolistic market structure (assumption number 4), as well as the existence of market barriers (assumption number 5), may lead to market power as another market failure problem in the market for data. In fact, seven out of the ten most valuable companies can be assigned to data-driven companies (Rusche, 2018 Forthcoming, 1), greatly revealing the existence of (at least financial) market power in the data-driven economy. The abuse of this market power (e.g. by impeding access to data as an essential facility) may create market barriers that prevent effective competition. On the other hand, data may facilitate competitive practices (e.g. by enhancing market transparency), but may also promote price discrimination, for instance, by using consumer data to differentiate between different types of consumers or markets. In fact, an IPR for data would also automatically induce market power and hence a market failure, preventing an efficient allocation of data resources.

Last but not least, it may not always be clear whether the actual situation of data holders is already efficient. In many respects, data markets may be characterised by network effects and a subadditive cost structure (i.e. due to economies of scale (assumption number 6 in Table 3-1) an efficient allocation may only be reached if one company produces the data), leaving us with a market failure of market power stemming from a natural monopoly. The reason for this is that, similar to train tracks or other infrastructure, it is not efficient for specific forms of data to re-

---

6 As we have seen a database is protected (section 2.1).
create existing data infrastructures, but rather to foster access to such monopolistic bottlenecks\(^7\) to enable competition on upstream and downstream markets. For example, when collecting data on outdoor temperature, it is not efficient for every company to build his own weather station, but instead to use the existing infrastructure of weather stations. As we will argue in section 4.2, such market characteristics may reveal that most market failure problems arise due to unclear regulations on data access.

### 3.2.3 Information Asymmetry

Besides externalities and tendencies towards market power/natural monopoly, problems of asymmetric information could also be present in the market for data, questioning assumptions such as perfect information (assumption number 7) and homogenous products (assumption number 8). The assumption of homogeneity of different types and sets of data, in particular, can obviously hardly apply here, as each data set is unique in the sense that the database structure and hence analytical applications or tools may vary considerably between different types and sets of data. In this regard, to a certain extent specific data sets may, like academic journals, bundle different information to form a unique set of information (i.e. an issue of a journal). As different journals form different sets of information, a university library seeking to offer complete access to academic knowledge will act as a price taker, i.e. it will basically have to subscribe to all journal sets of their field, since different journals are not substitutable. From a market structure perspective, this forms a setting of monopolistic competition (Eger/Scheufen, 2018, 15 ff.). Similarly, matching different sets of data will likely put data-driven companies in a position to not only ensure interoperability, but for a credible signalling of their data characteristics and quality to also prevent adverse selection. The latter argument necessarily links to the assumption of perfect information. Actually, a credible signalling of different data characteristics and their quality raises the intriguing question of how to assess data quality, as well as the value of data. The literature on the assessment of data is still seeking a solution to this problem (e.g. Heckman et al., 2015). In fact, there is no comprehensive approach so far as to how to assess the quality and the value of data, especially since this crucially depends on the purpose for which the data is intended, which may vary considerably between users. Consequently, a signalling and/or screening approach to overcome the information asymmetry between buyer and seller of data is likely to fail.

Varian (2003, 674) refers to adverse selection as a problem of hidden information. However, with asymmetric information there might also be a problem due to hidden action, which is known as moral hazard. This problem arises in particular in insurance markets and describes a situation where the actions of the consumer affect the probability of causing damages. The consumer’s behaviour with insurance protection might be riskier than without, due to the fact that the insurance company pays for the damages and cannot observe the behaviour of the consumer.

\(^7\) Monopolistic bottleneck is a term used in competition law to describe an essential facility that is necessary to operate on a market and cannot (or due to prohibitive costs) be created independently. For instance, offering rail services requires access to train tracks, while creating a train track network independently is not efficient.
Moral hazard, however, can also exist in the data economy. Data are non-rival and can be copied and distributed further at virtually zero cost. Accordingly, there are incentives for companies that have bought a license to access data in order to resell the data, for example. Even if the passing on of data was excluded in the contract, however, a new product could be developed by recombining or matching the data, which could then be sold. This would limit the market and therefore damage the company that granted access to the data in the first place. The fear that this might happen works as an incentive to keep the data secret, inducing a market barrier for other companies seeking to exploit the data by means of a new business model.

The fear of moral hazard can also lead to high investments in technically securing data, or in producing synthetic data. Both would increase the price charged for access by the holding company and therefore lead to the scenario that demand at the higher price would decrease.

4 Policy Implications

Having set the ground for understanding under which conditions the market for data is inefficient, we will derive different policy implications to correct specific forms of market failures. Firstly, we will investigate the need for, as well as the optimal design of, a new intellectual property right for data, benefiting from our insights into the market failure of externalities in section 3. We will challenge various features of such a new IPR, as discussed in the legal literature from an economic point of view. Secondly, we will point to possible linkages to other forms of law, such as competition law (to correct the market failure of market power and/or natural monopolies) or contract law (to correct the market failure of asymmetric information), which may be affected (also as a result of a new IPR) in a market for data.

4.1 Externalities: IPR as a Solution

4.1.1 The Economics of IPR

In general, the economics of IPR argue that, due to the public good nature, an incentives problem arises that may only be solved by introducing an exclusive right to protect against copying or imitation. The exclusivity of such a right differs considerably from one form of IPR to another. While a patent grants exclusivity to the idea of an innovation (i.e. very broad understanding of exclusivity) and hence gives priority to the innovator, copyright only protects the expression, allowing for double creation as well. The line of argumentation is twofold: first of all, the public good nature of the information good leads to free riding on the investments of the innovator. As a public good is defined by non-excludability (and non-rivalry), nobody would have an incentive to pay for the good. Despite some first-mover advantages\(^8\), the missing incentive for the

\(^8\) A first-mover advantage results from being the first to be able to produce and sell the product. Possible imitators of the innovation will have to create the absorptive capacity (Cohen/Levinthal, 1989) to enter the market. Depending on the complexity of the product, this absorptive capacity may determine the degree to which the innovator may benefit from being the first player on the market.
innovator would lead to an underprovision of innovation. By introducing an IPR for the innovation good, the policymaker seeks to provide an incentive to invest in research and development (R&D) as the innovator receives an exclusive right to produce and sell his good. Accordingly, the temporary monopoly granted to the innovator, and hence the monopoly rent gained from setting profit-maximizing prices, should provide enough (financial) incentives to invest in R&D (Scheufen, 2015, 21 ff.). Figure 4-1 illustrates the typical model used to visualise the static impact of a patent for a new product innovation.\(^9\)

Figure 4-1: Welfare Effects in an IPR System
Example: Patent

Given a marginal cost function (MC) and a demand function \(Q_d\), a profit maximising innovator holding a patent sets a monopolistic price \(p_m\), yielding marginal cost equal to marginal revenue.

\(^9\) Please note that innovations do not always generate a new product, but sometimes involve process innovations. Process innovations are typically illustrated by modelling the cost effect of a new process innovation by means of a shift in the marginal cost function. Whether or not the process innovator is able to set monopolistic prices, depends on whether the monopolistic price is above or below marginal costs before the process innovation was introduced. In contrast to a product innovation, it is not a new market that is created (with consumer, producer rent as well as dead-weight-loss), but only an efficiency or cost advantage as depicted by the distance between the marginal cost function before and after the process innovation.
Compared to the efficient market equilibrium under perfect competition \((q^*, p^*)\), monopolistic pricing creates consumer surplus \((CR)\), producer surplus \((PR)\) and a dead-weight-loss \((dwl)\) due to the fact that consumers willing to pay a price \((p)\) \(p^* \leq p \leq p_m\) are left empty-handed. As a matter of fact, the incentive created by granting a (temporary) monopoly comes at a cost as monopolistic pricing typically induces a dead-weight-loss and hence (static) allocative inefficiency. In other words, an optimal patent length \((t^* = T)\)\(^{10}\), from the perspective of the society, is defined by a \(t^*\) that maximises social welfare \((SW)\), where\(^{11}\)

\[
(1) \quad SW = \sum_{t=0}^{\infty} (CR_t + PR_t + dwl_t) \cdot e^{-rt} - \sum_{t=0}^{T} dwl_t \cdot e^{-rt} - s(t, R) \cdot R.
\]

The first part looks at the total (possible) welfare from the new market for the product innovation, discounted by a factor \(e^{-rt}\), which takes into account that future net benefits diminish over time \((t)\) by an interest rate \((r)\).\(^{12}\) The second part of the equation reveals that for the time until the patent expires \((in\ time\ t = T)\), the monopolisation effect of the patent induces a dead-weight-loss, also discounted by a factor \(e^{-rt}\). Finally, the last part \((s(t, R)\cdot R)\) reveals the social cost of the innovation, where the effort invested by a company \((i.e.\ R&D\-input\ R)\) is concave, pointing to an increasing but diminishing marginal return from investing in the production of an innovation, and \(s(t, R)\) being the variable cost. These variable costs have two components: first, the patent holder has to pay a patent fee that is increasing progressively over time \((t)\). Second, the patent holder pays the variable cost for each unit of \(R\). Moreover, this last part also reveals a necessary condition for the creator’s incentive to create the innovation, namely the financial gains must be above the private investments, i.e. \(\sum_{t=0}^{T} PR_t \cdot e^{-rt} \geq s(t, R) \cdot R\). Accordingly, the optimal design of a patent \((or\ an\ IPR\ in\ general)\) can be seen as a balancing of static \((and\ dynamic)\) cost versus benefits, which automatically leads to feature number two of the economics of IPR. We hence find good reasons to grant an IPR for a limited duration of time \((T = t^*)\),\(^{13}\) as the implementation of excludability always comes at a cost.

Secondly, the economics of IPRs also emphasise the importance of the information function, i.e. the fact that the new intellectual property must be published, highlighting the dynamic character of the development of innovations as a cumulative production process and hence directly accounting for possible dynamic costs. The innovator does not only raise prices for existing products \((static\ efficiency)\), but also for future products \((dynamic\ efficiency)\) as the innovation path typically evolves cumulatively, i.e. basic innovations are being developed to further create new

\(^{10}\) Please note that there are two dimensions defining the optimal design of a patent. While patent length takes into account the time during which the innovator is granted a monopoly, patent breadth defines the technology that is protected against imitation. See Posner (2005) on the general economics of IPR.

\(^{11}\) We use areas \((PR, CR\ and\ dwl)\) for simplicity reasons. Obviously, the rents internalised by the parties involved stem from the integral using the profit function \((\pi(q) = R(q) - C(q))\), i.e. profit is returns minus costs\) of the company.


\(^{13}\) Note that not all types of IPR are granted for a limited duration of time, as trademark law is granted for a duration of 10 years with an infinite option of extension \((i.e.\ infinite\ duration)\). However, in contrast to patents \((with\ a\ maximum\ of\ 20\ years)\) and copyright \((with\ a\ duration\ of\ lifetime\ plus\ 70\ years)\), trademark law seeks to correct another form of market failure. While patents and copyright seek to overcome the incentives problem due to the public good nature of the information good, trademark law is directed towards solving a problem of asymmetric information in the context of an adverse selection (Scheufen, 2018, 255).
products and/or applications. Therefore, granting a patent (and hence a monopolistic right) comes with the obligation to publish the information underlying the innovation in a patent document within 18 months after the application date.

The patent document shall create the absorptive capacity (Cohen/Levinthal, 1989) to enable an advancement of existing innovations, directly accounting for the dynamic character of the innovation process. We hence find that the economics of IPRs highlight the incentive and information function as the general intuition of an IPR system. However, consciousness of the second-best character of an IPR for public goods is crucial, as one market failure (externalities due to an undefined property right) is corrected by creating another market failure (market power due to a (temporary) monopolistic right). Extending on our market failure argumentation and the insights gained from the economics of IPR, the question arises as to whether an IPR for data is an efficient answer to the externality problem, and what the optimal design for such an IPR should feature.

4.1.2 Is There a Need for a New IPR for Data?

The fact that the amount of existing, and in some instances open, data has been increasing exponentially throughout the last decade, may at least lead us to question the need of an IPR for data from an incentives point of view. Obviously, there seem to be other motives for data creators to put effort into the creation of non-personal data. Moreover, the bulk of machine data basically creates itself, with virtually no data production costs (section 3.2.1). Nevertheless, as previously discussed, there may be specific forms or types of data which are a public good, and for which an incentives problem may therefore be predominant. As shown, for this type of data we may observe substantial data creation costs, revealing that the creator needs an incentive to make this large investment. The reason being that, without financial gains from collecting and trading data, the innovator will not be able to recoup his investment. To date, there has been no explicit proposal outlining the characteristics of a new (intellectual) property regime for data. However, in the European debate at least, there is consensus that such a new IPR could only be introduced through new legislation (Zech, 2016; Dorner, 2014).14 With respect to the specific design or the features of such a new IPR, we find several recommendations in the legal and economic literature. We have pointed to four general features that an intellectual property right for data will have to encompass: subjectivity, totality, exploitability and the scope of protection (section 2.2.2).

Subjectivity

From an economic standpoint, the incentives argument may in fact only be valid for the producer of data. Accordingly, if we agree that an IPR is needed to stimulate large investments in data production, only the producer himself will have to be addressed by creating the expectation of future financial gains from his investment. However, and as stated before,
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14 See also Kerber (2016) on page 991.
it is not always clear who the producer of such data is, i.e. in some instances it may be questionable to whom the IPR would have to be assigned.

Moreover, for the majority of data, especially automated data, the investment in data production is close to zero. Thus, the only valid argument (i.e. we need an incentive for the creator of data to stimulate data creation) to incorporate subjectivity or ownership for data is not valid for the majority of data.

## Totality

From an economic point of view, the totality feature may be difficult to ensure in the context of data for at least two reasons. Firstly, even an intellectual property right may not prevent somebody else from lawfully collecting the very same data on his own. In fact, priority as the predominant feature in the patent system may not be applicable in the context of data, but rather a system similar to the copyright regime, where no priority is given to the producer of a copyrightable work. As stated before, data markets may also be characterised partly by large network effects and natural monopolies. One may at least question whether an IPR would enhance such network externalities or not. Secondly, the enforcement of an IPR for data would at least be very limited for published data, the reason being that data can be easily copied and distributed once it has been published. As a result, totality may only be guaranteed for unpublished data, which strongly questions the need of an IPR for data in the first place.

## Exploitability

With respect to data, we doubt that a right is needed to ensure that data is used and traded. However, it is very unclear whether an IPR is the only and best mechanism to ensure exploitability. In fact, there are good reasons to believe that an IPR for data may even exacerbate problems of access to data and judicial interventions in the form of compulsory licensing, likely to boost the costs of the judicial system. As a result, an IPR may not be a second best (recalling that a first-best solution cannot be reached by granting market power), but rather a third- or fourth-best solution for correcting an unlikely incentives problem, and hence missing exploitability in the context of data.

## Scope of Protection

Lastly, the scope of protection sets out the range of protection. Accordingly, for patents we differentiate between patent length (usually 20 years), breadth (whether or not similar inventions may compete, i.e. the cost of an inventing around)\(^1\) and depth (priority to discovery, i.e. no double creation). For copyright protection, we distinguish between copyright length (usually author lifetime plus 70 years), breadth (exceptions of copyright) and depth (no priority, i.e. double creation is possible).

\(^1\)There are different ways of defining patent breadth. The cost of an inventing around determine the cost to create a similar technology that differs just enough to be patentable itself. See particularly the pioneering works of Gallini (1992), Gilbert/Shapiro (1990) and Maurer/Scotchmer (1998).
From an economic standpoint, there are several good reasons why the scope of such a new IPR should be very limited with respect to the scope of protection. In fact, the intersection between marginal benefits and marginal costs of additional scope of protection may be in the zero range (figure 4-2). On the one hand, we find that the marginal benefits of data decline with additional scope and there is no reason to believe that this would differ when comparing automated versus non-automated data. The reason for the downward sloping marginal benefit function is simply that the future returns from an additional year of protection (scope) decrease the longer the returns accrue over time. This can also be seen from the social welfare function in section 4.1.1, as every future net return is discounted by the term $e^{-rt}$. On the other hand, the marginal cost may be completely independent of scope for automated data, as the marginal costs for production are always zero. For non-automated data, in contrast, we argue that the marginal costs increase with the scope of protection, as the investment in data production may be substantial and increase over time. The reason the marginal cost increases over time is twofold: firstly, we have seen that the patent fee increases progressively, that is $\frac{\partial s(t,R)}{\partial t} > 0$ in equation 1. Secondly, recalling the cumulative character of the innovation process each additional year of protection (or unit of scope more generally) adds licensing costs and/or litigation costs for advancements of protected basic innovations. Moreover, given that the production costs for non-automated data can be substantial, the marginal cost function will not start in the zero point of our diagram (Figure 4-2 (b)). Thus, we may find two possible scenarios when discussing the optimal scope of protection.

Accordingly, there are good reasons to argue that for the majority of data (i.e. automated data), there is no optimal scope for a new IPR in terms of length, breadth and depth, as marginal cost and marginal benefits do no intersect.
As a result, social welfare – i.e. the difference between marginal benefits and marginal costs – will only be maximised if, and only if, the scope of protection is set to zero (\(S^* = 0\) in figure 4-2 (a)). Thus, there is simply no reason to introduce an IPR for automated data. For non-automated data on the other hand, the scope of protection should be limited to a very low level of protection (\(S^* > 0\) in figure 4-2 (b)). In this regard, Zech (2016) favours a short-term protection, which may be adequate for non-automated data only, as figure 4-2 reveals. With respect to the depth of protection, we have already pointed to the fact that a lawful and independent reproduction of identical data sets should be possible, i.e. the depth of protection should be extremely limited. Lastly, the breadth of protection highlights a characteristic that differs considerably when comparing data with other information goods. In the context of data, a matching of different forms and origins of data sets is a prerequisite for enabling the internalisation of decisive welfare gains. As such, the breadth of protection should be as narrow as possible to avoid limited access preventing such matching processes.

To summarise, despite some good arguments in favour of a new IPR for specific forms of data, we should be very reluctant to introduce such a regime, as the majority of data are not defined by an incentives problem. Moreover, there are side effects that such a new property right in data would cause for the full set of data that would have been created despite a property right. Arguably, we have to bear in mind that the introduction of a(n) (intellectual) property right can never be a first-best option, since the market power created by granting a temporary monopoly is tantamount to a market failure. We have pointed to arguments as to why an IPR may not even reach a second-best but rather third- or fourth-best level in solving a market failure from not having well-defined property rights (assumption number 1 in Figure 3-1). In fact, there may be other forms of law and policy options that deal with the actual problem at hand, i.e. an access right to data.

### 4.2 Market Power: Antitrust Law as a Solution

As we have previously seen, a vast majority of market failure problems in the market for data may stem from market power as well as network effects, raising the issue of access to data. In fact, the data economy may reveal substantial social welfare gains only with respect to matching different data sets, benefitting from completely new spillover and additional information. For instance, to fight crime, it may not be sufficient to simply increase police presence on the streets. Instead, it could be effective to match regional crime statistics to reveal probabilities for specific regions on specific dates, and then increase police presence only selectively. However, in order to internalise such synergies in matching different data sets, sufficient access to data is necessary. While a new (intellectual) property right would even exacerbate the access problem, other forms of law, particularly competition law, but also contractual solutions, may (under certain circumstances) be able to solve externality, market power, as well as information asymmetry issues. A substantial reform of the existing regulations and legal norms, however, may be inevitable in this respect. Nevertheless, this change in regulation has already started. For example, the German government introduced a dominant position due to data in the last (9th overall) amendment of the German act against restraints on competition (Rusche, 2017). Accordingly, the relevance of data as an input for economic success in a digitalised economy was recognised.
by the authorities. In light of this, the question arises as to whether a company with a dominant position due to data should also grant access to its data to guarantee working competition in the market within which it is active, or in other more or less related markets.

On the one hand, “an undertaking which holds a dominant position has a special responsibility not to allow its conduct to impair genuine undistorted competition in the internal market” (Court of Justice of the European Union, 2011, para. 24). Accordingly, a dominant company can generally be forced to grant access to data or information. On the other hand, two preconditions must be fulfilled for forcing a dominant company to grant access (Bundeskartellamt, 2017, 7):

- the access to the requested data has to be important for economic success in a market and
- competing or not competing companies in the same or different markets are unable to buy or collect a set of data that is similar, or at least as useful (natural monopoly).

However, both preconditions are generally not fulfilled at the same time (Demary/Rusche, 2018, 52 ff.). In essence, the provision of data by using antitrust regulation is not very likely because for every single case, a company has to be deemed dominant because of data, it has to be proven that the data is necessary for success and that there is no other source of suitable data. Furthermore, the long duration of proceedings also plays a role, especially in the dynamic digital economy. For example, the proceedings in the Microsoft case ran from 2004 to 2007 (Court of Justice of the European Union, 2007).

However, antitrust regulation can also forbid a voluntary exchange of, and the access to, data. This is especially the case when a company already has market power thanks to data, and new data would reinforce its dominant market position. The exchange of data containing strategic information or from which strategic information can be deduced is also forbidden (Frenz, 2016, 673). Strategic information in this sense is any piece of information that is not publically available and (potentially) changes the conduct of a competitor, or reveals the company’s own conduct to competitors. Examples may be upcoming price increases, bids in a public tender, or product specifications that can be deduced from automated data.

In essence, antitrust regulation can be used to gain access to the data of a dominant company. However, the preconditions that must be fulfilled and the long duration of proceedings make it rather inappropriate as a general regulation of access to data. Furthermore, the scope of data that can be exchanged voluntarily or by decree is limited on data that does not contain any strategic information or lead to market power.

4.3 Information Asymmetry: Contract Law as a Solution

---

16 That this is not a mere theoretical result was shown by the European Court of Justice in its Judgement in the Microsoft case (Court of Justice of the European Union, 2007). Microsoft was convicted to grant access to information on compatibility to foster competition in bordering markets.
Complementary to a comprehensive competition policy approach, contractual solutions may also be able to solve some predominant problems associated with access to data. In this regard, bilateral agreements between companies as well as multilateral agreements similar to patent pools, i.e. a new form of data pool, could solve access issues to create the synergies from matching different data sources from a range of data holders. Nevertheless, technical features could also be able to determine whether such cooperation would work. A typical example is data that is generated in the context of connected cars, which allows for a number of additional services for the driver of a car, such as Advanced Driver Assistance Systems. In such settings, it may simply be the storage location for the data that defines who has access and who does not.

In fact, car manufacturers may have an incentive to prevent other service providers (e.g. component suppliers, insurers, public authorities, mobility service providers, (independent) after-market suppliers) from gaining access to the data, even though data sharing would allow for substantial (and especially complementary individual) welfare gains. In such cases, only regulatory norms are able to enhance the internalisation of such gains via compulsory data sharing. For settings in which companies seek data sharing, however, technical barriers could prevent free and efficient sharing and matching. In this context, specific platforms such as the Industrial Data Space (IDS)\textsuperscript{17} may enhance contractual solutions in forms of bilateral and multilateral agreements.

The IDS is a sovereign data architecture that companies can use for trading and/or sharing data. Most interestingly, the platform allows for the clear definition and securing of specific forms of data usage, creating a technological baseline for implementing data sharing based on bi- or multilateral agreements or data pools. Of course, such cooperation reveals potentials for collusive behaviour,\textsuperscript{18} greatly highlighting the need for regulatory and third-party oversight. With respect to antitrust regulation and an industrial data space, it must be said that whether the strategic information and data from which such information can be deduced is exchanged directly or indirectly is irrelevant (Court of Justice of the European Union, 2016a, para. 27). This was underlined by the European Court of Justice in the so called “Eturas” case (Court of Justice of the European Union, 2016a), which involved a travel agency that ran a platform on which other agencies could sell their services. The administrator sent an electronic message to at least some of the travel agencies that were active on the platform. The aim of the message was for the various agencies involved to coordinate and thus limit discounts on the products sold. The judges found that this was a concerted practice and therefore forbidden according to antitrust regulation.

In this case, however, it was also underlined that merely dispatching a message is generally not sufficient to be considered part of a concerted practice. Further evidence, such as a change in behaviour, i.e. a reduction in the discount applied, is necessary (ibid, para 50).

\textsuperscript{17} Since 2018, the term “international data space” is also commonly used to describe the international character and scope of the concept. See e.g. Fraunhofer ISST (2018) for an overview on the IDS.

\textsuperscript{18} In this respect, Art. 101 (3) AEUV clarifies the exceptions of the prohibition of cartels. Accordingly, a data pool may state an exception if, and only if, such cooperation is necessary to facilitate technological or economic progress and is limited in scope.
In relation to data, this implies that a company exchanging data in an industrial data space has to take into account which data is exchanged with whom and, which data are made available in an industrial data space. Moreover, data that is acquired must be checked for strategic information.

5 Conclusions and Outlook

In conclusion, we find that an (new) intellectual property right for syntactic data is, overall, neither a feasible nor an efficient solution for solving the various market failures involved in the market for non-personal data. In fact, we have pointed to several specific properties (in the context of subjectivity, totality, exploitability and the scope of protection) that may prevent assigning ownership to a right holder, as well as causing other side effects arising from introducing a new IPR regime. We have also shown that the incentives problem may only be a problem for few specific sectors, characterised by substantial investments for data collection, particularly non-automated data. For the vast majority of automated data, we support the positions stated in the literature and by stakeholders in the economy, whereby the incentives problem is not considered the most significant market failure in the data market. Instead, it is the issues surrounding the right to access data that will have to be resolved, by finding competition policy and contract law solutions to stimulate sharing and matching of data to enable internalisation of the potential welfare gains in the data economy. It is also dubious, in this respect, whether a new IPR will be able to adjust to the developments in the dynamic digital economy or if it would hamper the use and sharing of data.

We have shown that there are already various options for defining data ownership by referring to the Database Directive or trade secret law. Additional property rights may in fact even exacerbate the market outcome, inevitably leaving us with an inefficient allocation of data resources in terms of, at most, a third- or fourth-best solution. The recent competition law jurisprudence has already taken notable steps to foster the competitiveness of new business models in the data economy and to prevent dominant market positions of companies in the data market. Nevertheless, developments in the digital economy can also make the introduction of a new IPR worthwhile in the near future. Furthermore, we have also pointed to some specific characteristics for which the policymaker will have to find feasible and adequate answers when the internet of things and future business models for trading data proceed. In fact, the various approaches in the literature that try to define ownership of syntactic data reveal that legal uncertainty exists, which may also lead to a fragmentation of the European Single Market because of the use of differing approaches in different member countries.
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